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Abstract
We define an embedded resource as a resource that physically attaches to exactly one machine.
Examples include modems, printers, real time monitoring devices, and computers used for software
development. Conventional distributed systems do not provide general purpose mechanisms for
accessing remote embedded resources.
At Purdue, we have several backClId computers that we use to develop, test, and evaluate new
operating system designs and networking protocols. We connect the console terminal port of each
backend machine to a frontend machine executing the UNIX operating system. We use the rrontend
machine and other hosts in the system to edit/compile operating systems for the backend machines.
We download the executable image onto the backend machine, run it, and evaluate its performance.
To enhance our development environment, we designed a system that allows users on any host
in the distributed environment to transparently access any backend machine. In addition, the
system regulates access to each backend machine, only allowing one user per backend at any given
time. We generalized the system to support a wide variety of embedded resources distributed across
heterogeneous machines.
This paper describes our simple, general purpose system for locating, managing, and accessing
embedded resources in a distributed environment. The Distributed Resource Management System
allows users to access embedded resources transparently without knowing the resource's location
or the characteristics of the machine to which the resource connects. The system also supports a
mutual exclusion reservation system that allows users to cooperatively share embedded resources.
·Tllis work was supported in part by a grant from Sun Microsystems
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Introduction

Distdbuted systems make sharing easy. Although the possibility for sharing exists,
conventional distributed systems do not provide general purpose mechanisms for allocating and accessing embedded resources.

Vole define an embedded resource as any resource physically attached to exactly

one machine. Users can only access embedded resources by executing an application
on the machine to which the resource connects. Typical embedded resources include:
• disk drives
• printers

• modems
• hardware for prototyping
• miscellaneous peripherals and real time devices

• database files
• machine-specific servers

We assume an embedded resource connects to a single host computer, and can only be
accessed from that host. For example, disk drives, printers, and modems connect to
the ports on a host and only communicate with the host through the ports. Real time
monitoring devices connect to a single host and continuously gather and send data to
that host. Researchers building prototype software for new computer architectures
or devices develop the software on a host computer and then download and test the
software over a serial line that connects the host to the hardware. Other embedded
resources include database files that only reside on one host, or servers that provide
a specialized service and only execute on one type of computer.
Some conventional distributed systems provide resource specific mechanisms that
allow users to access embedded resources. For example, network file systems and
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printer daemons allow users to access embedded disk drives and printers[SGK+S5]
[OCD+S7] [LKKQS9]. However, each embedded resource has its own access methods
and policies specific to the resource. The system does not provide a single mechanism to transparently access all embedded resource. Instead, to access an embedded
resource, a user locates a host that supports the desired resource, invokes a remote
login service to start an interactive session on the host, transfers files or other data
as needed, and then uses the host's facilities to access the resource. Clearly, from
a user's point of view, the remote login method is cumbersome. Not only must the
user focus on the details of remote login and file transfer, but the user must learn
the tools and application interfaces for a different environment (the host site). In
addition, the user must know what machine controls the desired resource. Because
an embedded resource can exist on any host in the distributed environment, users
may find it difficult to locate a particular resource. We believe that a distributed
system should provide a transparent mechanism for locating embedded resources.
This paper presents a simple, general purpose system for locating, managing, and
accessing embedded resources in a distributed environment. The Distributed Resource Management System allows users to access embedded resoUl'ces transparently
without knowing the resource's location or the characteristics of the machine where
the resource resides. The system also supports a mutual exclusion reservation system
that allows users to cooperatively share embedded resources.

2

System Architecture and Operation

The Distributed Resource Management System (DRMS) operates in a heterogeneous
distributed environment. The environment consists of host machines interconnected
by a communication channel. The communication channel is a virtual network composed of multiple physical networks and gateways. Users of the distributed system
login to the host machines and use the communication channel to communicate with
the other machines. We assume each host can support multiple users. The distributed
system contains many embedded resources which connect to a subset of the hosts in
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Figure 1: A distributed system with Host machines, Frontend machines, and Backend
machines spread across multiple physical networks.

the system. We call the embedded resources backend machines 1

,

and the machines

to w hieh they are attached frontend machines. Because frontend machines can support multiple concurrent users, any frontend machine can double as a host machine
as well as a backend con troller.

Figure 1 illustrates an example distributed systems made up of several host machines, frontend machines, and backend machines. Three physical networks connected
by gateways make up the virtual network that the host machines and frontend machines use to communicate. Each frontend machine controls one or more backend

machines. Because each backend machine connects to a single frontend machine, all
users desiring access to the resource must go through the frontend machine to access
the backend. We assume that each backend machine has a globally unique name that
allows us to distinguishes it from all other backend machines.
1 We use the terminology bClckend macliine to refer to a wide variety of embedded resources (e.g.
computers, modems, printers, files)
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We assume multiple copies of an embedded resource can exist. To make allocation
easy, we partition the embedded resource into resource classes based on their type.
Embedded resources have the same type if they perform the same operations and
cannot be distinguished by the users of the resource. Users may use any instance of a
resource from a resource class to accomplish their task. For example, if a distributed
system has five modems that provide the same service, a user can connect to anyone
of the five modems and obtain identical results.
Although the Distributed Resource Management System manages and regulates
access to all the backend machines, users never see the system at work. The Distributed Resource Management System hides the details of locating embedded resources, selecting a resource, regulating access to the resource, and communicating
across the network. The applications that access embedded resources provide the
interface to the DRMS that the users see. The interface provides five conceptual
operations for accessing embedded resources:
Allocate selects and reserves an embedded resource for the user. The user specifies
the resource class, or the name of a resource and lets the DRMS find an instance
that matches the specification. While a user has a resource reserved, the DRMS
prevents all other users from accessing the resource.
Deallocate removes a user's reservation for a particular resource and makes the
resource available to other users.
Connect establishes a connection from the user to the resource reserved by the user,
allowing the user to access the resource as if it were directly connected to the
user's host machine.
Disconnect breaks the connection from a user to a resource.
Status returns a list of all the embedded resources available in the system and their
current state (reserved/available).
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Users of the system cooperatively share the embedded resources using the conceptual
operations to obtain access to the resources and release them when they finish.
To understand how the system operates, imagine a user wants to use a modem
to dial into another computer. The user invokes a program, reserve, on the local
host to allocate a resource from the class MODEM Reserve locates an available
modem attached to one of the frontend machines and reserves it for the user. To
use the modem, the user executes a second program, modem-con, that establishes a
connection between the user's terminal and the modem. When users finish with a
modem, they hang up and exit the modem-con program which closes the connection.
The user can then choose to place a second call using the modem-con program or to
exit. To release the reservation on the modem, the user runs the unreserve program
to remove the reservation and make the modem available to other users. At no time
do users know which modem was allocated for their use, the location of the modem,
or the details of the connection.
Because the DRMS is an integral part of all applications that manipulate embedded resources, the applications give the appearance that all embedded resources
connect directly to the user's machine. In addition, users share the resources without
any knowledge of the resources reserved by other users in the distributed system.

3

Design Goals

Our goal for the Distributed Resource Management System was to provide users of
the distributed system with transparent shared access to the embedded resources
found throughout the system.
Given the environment described above, we wanted to create the illusion that the
user's machine connects directly to the desired embedded resource. To obtain this
objective, the system must provide:
Resource Transparency: When multiple instances of a particular type of embedded resource exist and behave the same, the system should choose one of the
instances for the user without requiring any user intervention.
5

Frontend Transparency: Once the system has chosen a suitable resoUTce for the
user, the system should transparently locate the frontend machine that controls
the resource. Moreover, the frontend machine should provide an interface to
the resource that is independent from the architecture of the frontend machine.
Location Transparency: The system must provide a transparent connection to the
desired resource, allowing the user's application to access the resource as if the
resource were directly connected to the user's machine.
The ability to transparently access embedded resources allows users to take advantage of the wide variety of applications available throughout the system. Many
applications such as compilers, debuggers, communication programs, and editors depend on the underlying computer architecture and operating system and only execute
on a small set of the machines in the distributed system. Often the physically attached frontend machine cannot execute all the applications that the user of the
embedded resource requires. If the system only allowed users to access embedded
resources from their controlling frontends, users could not utilize the large amounts
of software available on the other hosts in the system. Consequently, the physically
attached frontend machine's architecture and operating system must in no way limit
the number of applications that a user can use to access an embedded resource or
process the IIO from a resource.
Decoupling frontend applications from embedded resources

all~ws

us to physically

locate an embedded resource anywhere in the system. We may chose the physical 10cation based on characteristics of the systems hardware (e.g. frontends with available
ports), performance factors (e.g. a lightly loaded frontend or a nearby frontend), or
ergonomic considerations (e.g. a frontend in a secluded soundproof room or a frontend
geographically close to the user).
AIthough distributed systems allow multiple users to share resources, many
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bedded resources do not support simultaneous access by multiple users. For example,
only one user can use a modem connected to a serial line at any given time. The
distributed system must limit access to embedded resources in the system, protecting
6

the resources from simultaneous access by multiple users.
Unfortunately, a general purpose distributed resource management system that
provides access to a wide variety of embedded resources cannot, in general, differentiate between an available resource and an in use resource. A simple minded approach
might define an available resource as a resource to wbich no users currently connect.
This approach fails for resources capable of executing on their own, independent of
user intervention. For example, a user may download a program that takes several
bours to complete, start the program, and then disconnect from the resource while the
program executes on the backend. Later, the user reestablishes a connection to the
resource to obtain the results. Even though the user did not maintain a connection
to the resource, the resource was effectively in use. The inability to determine the
availability of a particular resource prohibits the resource management system from
regulating access to the resource.
We envisioned a system in which the distributed users of the system share the
embedded resources in a cooperative fashion. When a user wants to access a resource,
the user obtains permission from the system to use the resource. The system prevents
all other users from accessing the resource until the user releases the resource and
informs the system that he no longer needs the resource. Users cooperatively share
the embedded resources, requesting access to the resources and then releasing the
resources when they finish with them.

4

System Components

Only one frontend machine can communicate directly with a given backend machine.
All other frontends must go through the physically attached frontend machine to reach
the backend. We want to provide user applications on any fcontend machine access
any backend machine. In order for this to happen, the physically attached frontend
machine must communicate with the backend machine on the remote user's behalf.
The frontend machine must act as the middleman, transparently passing data between
the user and the embedded resource. Three components make up the Distributed
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Resource Management System and provide the desired access transparency:
• A Distribute Resource Access Library
• BED Servers
• Resource Assistants
User applications use the distributed resource access library to transparently select, locate, and connect to an embedded resource. The library provides five basic
operations: Status, Select, Reserve, Release, and Connect.
The status operation obtains the current status of all embedded resources located
throughout the distributed system. The select operation uses the information returned by the status operation together with the resource specification provided by
the application to choose an appropriate resource. After the select operation chooses
a resource, the user application invokes the reserve operation to obtain exclusive access to the resource. The release operation releases the exclusive lock held by the
application on the resource, and the connect operation establishes a connection from
the application to the embedded resource.
Users link their applications against the distributed resource access library, allowing the application to access the operations that the library provides. Applications
use the library to reserve a re50urce and then attach to the resource as if it were
physically connected to the machine on which the application executes. When the
application terminates, it may automatically release the reservation, or it may exit
without releasing the re5ervation. If the user must use more than one application to
manipulate the resource, the applications should not remove the reservation. If the
application does not remove the reservation, the next application does not have to
reserve the resource again and the system will prevent another user from obtaining
the resource between the termination of one application and the start of another.
A set of BED servers make up the second component of the system. Each frontend
machine that physically connects to a backend machine executes a Back-End Dae-

mon (BED) server. The BED server regulates access to all the embedded resources
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Figure 2: The three components of the system: user application, backend daemon,
and resource assistant. The user application contacts the backend daemon to reserve
the machine and then connects to the resource via the resource assistant.
physically attached to the frontend on which the BED executes. The BED process
grants remote users access to the backends it manages and prevents multiple users
from accessing the backend machine simultaneously. Remote applications also contact the BED server to establish connections to the embedded resources. The BED
server creates a resource assistant to handle each connection. We will describe BED
servers in more detail in section 5.
The last component of the system consists of a set of resource assistants. Each
embedded resource has a resource assistant that acts as the middleman between the
remote user application and the resource. The resource assistant process runs on
the frontend connected to the resource and communicates over the network with the
remote user application. The resource assistant process accepts operations issued
by the remote application and passes them on to the backend machine. A resource
assistant might act as a simple relay, passing on exactly what it receives, or it might
perform complicated tasks such as translating user application operations into the
corresponding resource specific operations. In some situations, the embedded resource
does not even need a resource assistant, or it may need the aid of a resource assistant
for a brief moment to initialize the backend, after which the resource assistant may
exit.
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Figure 2 illustrates the three components of the system and shows the steps involved in establishing a connection from a remote user application to an embedded
resource.

A user on a remote machine typically executes the desired application

locally. The application uses the distributed resource access library to locate one instance from the desired embedded resource class (section 7 describes the methods used
to locate a particular instance). The application sends a request to the BED server
asking for permission to use the resource. The BED server verifies the resource's
availability, reserves the backend for the user, and informs the user that resource has
been exclusively reserved for his use. Next, the application asks the BED server to
create a resource assistant for it to connect to. It then uses the resource assistant to
communicate with the resource as if it were directly connected.

5

BED Servers

Each frontend machine physically connects to one or more backend machines and
executes a BED server process. The BED process manages all the backend machines
associated with the frontend machine. It grants and denies access to the backend
machines that it manages and it invokes resource assistants to aid remote user applications communicating with the resources.
The BED server assumes each backend machine has a name, a class, and a re-

source assistant. The backend machine's name uniquely identifies it from all the other
backend machines in the system. The class specifies the resource class to which the
embedded resource belongs. All backend machines that perform the same function
belong to the same class and the user may use anyone of the instances within a class
and obtain the same results. Each backend machine has a resource assistant program
that acts as the middleman between the remote application and the resource. The
BED server creates a process to execute the resource assistant program each time a
user connects to the backend.
When the BED server starts, it must learn about the set of backend machines it
controls. In particular, it needs to know the number of backend machines it manages,
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their names, classes, and resource assistants. We could design the system to store this
information in one of two ways. The first method involves a single global configuration
file that contains information about all the backend machines in the entire system.
The second method allows each fcontend machine to have a local configuration file
that only specifies the backend machines it controls.
A single global configuration files makes it easy to create and later change the file
because the system manager only needs to keep track of a single file, regardless of the
number of frontend machines. A single configuration file also implies that all the BED
servers have access to the file. Network file systems provide one solution. Despite
their popularity, depending on a remote file system severly limits the portability of
the system. Another alternative involves running a special purpose server that all
frontend machines contact to obtain their configuration. In either case, a global
configuration file (or server) results in a single point of failure. If the file server (or
configuration server) goes down, the BED servers cannot obtain their configuration
and users cannot access the embedded resources they manage.
To avoid a single point of failure, we decided to place a local configuration file
on each frontend machine running a BED server. Splitting up the configuration file
across multiple frontend machines makes the system more fault tolerant. If a frontend
machine goes down, only its associated backends become unavailable. In addition,
a BED server only needs to know the configuration information for the machines it
manages, allowing us to divide the information up cleanly between machines without
duplicating any information.
The protocol that remote user applications use to communicate with the BED
server consists of 4 message types: status requests, lock requests, unlock requests, and

connect requests. In response to a status message, the BED server returns a list of
all the backend machines it manages. Each entry in the list minimally contains the
backend machine's name, class, and state (locked/unlocked). A status reply may also
contain the current user and idle time for each backend machine, the load average of
the frontend machine, the number of users on the fcontend machine, and the frontend
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machine architecture. \j\Jhen the BED server receives a lock request, it checks to see
if another user has already locked (reserved) the specified backend machine. If not,
the server reserves the backend for the user that requested the lock. When the server
receives an unlock request, the server removes the lock on the backend and makes it
available to other users. Connect requests cause the BED server to create a process
that executes the resource assistant program for the specified resource. Because the
BED server creates a new process to handle resource connections, the server can
continue to listen for new incoming requests.

6

The Reservation System

6.1

Goals

We have already alluded to the reservation system and its purpose in a distributed
resource management system. We now take a closer look at the goals we had for
the reservation system, the user's view of the reservation system, and its design and
implementation.
We envisioned a reservation system that would provide functionality beyond the
basic protection from simultaneous access by multiple users. The system we envisioned would improve the overall efficiency of the distributed resource management
system and aid users looking for resources. In particular, we wanted a reservation
system that would:
• provide mutually exclusive access to resources
• provide consistent resource allocation whenever possible
• release reservations automatically for the user
• reduce the time required to locate a resource
We already mentioned our desire to prevent multiple users of the distributed system from simultaneously accessing an embedded resource. The reservation system
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must provide a mutual exclusion mechanism that will reserve a resource for individual use. In addition, we want the reservation system to make known the state
(reserved/available) of all backend machines in the system. This prevents users from
wasting time requesting access to backend machines already in use. We also assume
that the number of users of embedded resources outweighs the number of embedded
resources. Users must cooperatively share the embedded resources and release the
resource when they finish using it.
Although users may not care which instance within a resource class the system
assigns to them, we want the reservation system to provide consistent resource allocation whenever possible. That is, whenever possible, the reservation system should
reserve the same backend machine that it assigned to the user the last time. Although
the user does not require consistent resource allocation, consistency may reduce the
effort required to operate the backend. For example, if the system assigns the same
backend to the user, the user may find the backend in the state that he last left it
(assuming no one else has accessed the backend). The user can pick up where he left
off without reinitialize or reconfiguring the backend. In addition, if the user must
run a set of programs to manipulate the backend, then each new application will
automatically connect to the backend that the previous application used. Instead
of forcing the user to remember the backend machine and request it each time, the
reservation system should remember the last backend reserved by the user and assign
him the same backend whenever possible.
Users of the system must cooperatively share the embedded resources. Despite
good intentions, users may forget to release their reservation on a backend machine.
Consequently, the reservation system should allow any user to release any resource.
However, even if a user can release another user's reservation, it implies that the user
can look at the list of reservations and determine which reservations were forgotten
and should have been released. Because users do not know, in general, whether a
given reservation can be released, the system should provide a time-out mechanism
that automatically releases forgotten reservations.
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Our last goal for the reservation system effects the system's efficiency. Because
we assume users will repeatedly access a resource, we want the reservation system to
save information that will reduce the amount of effort required to locate the resources
reserved by the user.

6.2

Design

All three components of the Distributed Resource Management System mentioned in
section 4 implement a portion of the reservation system.
The BED server provides the basic mutual exclusion mechanism, granting and
denying access to the backend machine it manages. BED servers associate a lock
with each backend machine they manage and use the locks to implement mutual
exclusion. When a user desires to use a backend machine, he reserves the backend by
obtaining the lock from the BED server that manages the backend. The BED server
verifies that no one else holds the lock and gives the lock to the user. If another user
already holds the lock, the BED denies the reservation request. The BED server will
not establish a connection to a backend unless the requestor holds the lock for the
specified backend machine.
The BED server, together with the resource assistant, provide a time-out mechanism used to release forgotten reservations. The resource assistant continually updates a timestamp (usually a file) that records the last time the user actively used
the backend. Each entry in the BED server's configuration file indicates the maximum amount of time a user may be idle before the BED server can release the user's
reservation. The BED server uses the timestamps to determine how long a user has
been idle and automatically releases the user's reservation when the idle time exceeds
the maximum idle time allowed for the backend. When the BED server releases a
reservation it sends a signal to the resource assistant that causes it to terminate.
The distributed resource access library executing in the user's application implements the remaining two goals of the reservation system. The distributed resource
access library maintain a list of reservation hints on the machine where the user ap·
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plication executes. The local hint list serves two purposes. First it saves the name of
the last backend machine accessed by the user, allowing us to assign the same backend to the user. Second, it reduces the amount of time spent locating the reservation
held by the user. When a user obtains a lock from a BED server, the application
records the reservation in the local list of reservation hints. Each time the user attempts to connect to a backend machine, the system first checks the list of hints. The
reservation hint list provides a hint that indicates where a real reservation might be
found. The application then consults the BED server specified by the hint to verify
the lock. If the hint proves to be incorrect, the application queries all the BED servers
to determine whether the user has a real lock anywhere else.

7

Resource Location

One of our goals required the distributed resource management system to transparently locate resources. In order to locate the desired resource or desired type of
resource, the user application must know the name and class of the backend machines
and the frontend machine to which the backend connects.
Because each BED server only knows about the backend machines that it controls, user applications must contact all the BED servers to obtain a complete list of
embedded resources. Each BED server returns an up-to-date view of the machines
it manages, allowing user programs to dynamically obtain the current status of the
entire system. User programs use the distributed. resource access library's status operation to gather the current system configuration and status from all the BED servers.
Once the user program obtains the current status of all the backend machines, it can
chose a backend that suits the user's or application's specification.
Many conventional distributed systems perform a similar operation to determine
the best way to distribute a computation across the nodes that make up the distributed environment [TL88J[LZ86][Hew89]. These systems request load information
or "bids" from the various nodes and then gather up the responses. When all of the
nodes have replied, or after a time-out period expires, the system searches the list of
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responses/bids for the optimal nodes to distribute the work to. Unlike these systems,
the status operation returns responses to the user application as they arrive. Because
the user application only needs to locate an adequate resource, not necessarily the
best, it chooses the first resource that meets the user's/application's requirements
and does not need to wait for all the BED servers to respond.
The distributed resource access library's status operation takes on the responsibility of contacting all of the BED servers in the system. A link-level broadcast or
multicast would allow users to contact BED servers on the local network. However,
not all networks architectures provide a broadcast or multicast facility and even if
they do, they limit communication to the BED servers on the local area network.
In addition, relying on the link-level severly limits the portability of the system.
Network-level broadcasts and multi casts provide another alternative. Network-level
broadcast/multicast protocols such as the IP multicast extensions provide high-level
multicast facilities across a wide range of underlying network architectures [DeeS8]
[CDS5] [DC90]. This increases the portability of the system, allowing it to execute
in many different environments. The status operation uses network-level multicast
facility to contact the BED servers scattered throughout the system and gather their
responses.

8

Prototype Implementation

We implemented a prototype Distributed Resource Management System consisting
of BED servers, resource assistants, and user applications. We primarily use the

sys~

tern to create a development environment in which we can easily implement, test,
and experiment with new operating systems executing on native hardware. The development environment consists of several backend machines (Sun Microsystem Sun
3's, Digital Equipment Corporation LSI 11/23's, Microvax 1's and II's, Vaxstation
3100's, Decstation 3100's, and Me 68030 based machines) used to prototype new
operating systems and networking software. We attach the console line of the backend machines to serial ports on the frontend machines (Vax 11/780's, Decstations,
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Vaxstations, Sun 3's, Sparcstations, and Sequents's), all executing a version of the
UNIX operating system. Many of the frontends have a small number of serial ports,
forcing us to spread the backend machines across several frontend machines. Often
the frontend architecture differs drastically from the architectures of the backends it
supports.
Users use the frontend machines to edit and compile software for the backend machines. The users rely on the resource management system to chose an appropriate
and available backend machine. Users download the software onto the backend machine, test the software, and upload the memory contents upon completion. Several
user applications aid the development process:
Busers displays a list of all backend machines in the system, the current user of each
backend machine, and their idle time. (See Table 1)
Fusers displays the machine name, load average, and number of users for each frontend machine that executes a BED server.
Odt connects the user's terminal to the console line of the backend machine (just as
if the user connected his terminal directly to the backend's console line).
Od tunlock removes the user's reservation and makes the backend available to other
users.
Download transfers an image across the network through the frontend machine and
deposits the image in the memory of the backend machine.
Pm uploads the contents of the backend machine's memory across the network to
the user's machine for postmortem debugging.
Distgdb executes locally and connects to a backend machine to allow remote runtime
debugging.
All the applications execute locally and use the distributed resource access library to
transparently locate, select, and access the backend machines as if they were directly
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NAME

USER

apple

user
user
user
user
user
user
user
user

perSlTIlinOn

balan
promburner
quandry

cyplab
orange

ginkgo

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

muckel
SJC

gl
nobody

gl
nobody
nobody
sdo

IDLE TIME
idle time = 04:46:32
idle time = 09,47,20
idle time = 10,06,52
idle time = 00,00,00
idle time = 55,16,SI
idle time = 00,00,00
idle time = 00,00,00
idle time = 01,4S,59

CLASS
class = SUNS
class = SUNS
class = UVAXII
class = PROM
class = VAXSTATION
class = LPRINTER
class = SUNS
class = DECSTATION

Table 1: Sample output from the busers program listing the status of all backend
machines

connected. The system assigns available backends to users as needed and prevents
other users from simultaneously accessing backend machines already in use.
We have used the system for over a year now in our operating system classes,
networking classes, and research projects. The number of users greatly exceeds the

number of backend machines available. Users cooperatively share the resources and

the system prevents users from simultaneously accessing the same resource. Users of
the system login to computers located on many different networks interconnected by
many gateways. Despite the geographically disperse user population, all users access
the resources as if the resource was directly attached to their computer.
Although we primarily use for the distributed resource management system to
develop operating systems for native hardware, the system also allows us to communicate with several other devices located throughout the system:
Printers Many of our laser printers accept postscript input and support interactive
use. System administrators use odt to connect to the printers and verify that
they operate correctly.
Modems Users use odt to attach to dial·out modems located on remote frontends.
PROM Burners We download executable images and data to a PROM burner. ,rye
connect to the PROM burner using odt and issue the commands that create
18

EEPROM and PROM chips containing the downloaded data.
Because many systems do not yet support IP multicast, we currently mix link-level
broadcast facilities with IP point-to-point communication to simulate IP multicast.
Each user machine currently stores a configuration file containing the names of the
frontend machines executing BED servers. The user applications read this file and
then simulate a multicast by sending directed requests to each frontend listed in the
file. If the underlying network architecture supports broadcast messages, then the
configuration file may contain a special entry telling the application to broadcast the
request on the local network as well.

9

Conclusions

We described a general purpose distributed resource management system capable of
managing a wide variety of embedded resources. The system hides the location of the
embedded resources and the details of network communication from the users. The
system protects users from each other by preventing multiple users from simultaneously accessing an embedded resource.
Vole have designed, implemented, and tested a prototype system that clearly
demonstrates the usefulness of the system. Users cooperatively share the distributed
resources and execute applications locally that transparently manipulate remote resources. The system supports a wide variety of backend architectures and devices
confirming the general purpose nature of the system. The wide variety of frontend
machines and interconnecting network architectures demonstrates the system's portabilityand support for heterogeneous distributed systems.
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